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About This Game

MY SUMMER CAR is the ultimate car owning, building, fixing, tuning, maintenance AND permadeath life survival simulator.
You start the game with hundreds of loose parts and assemble both car and engine. Not only you need to maintain your car, but

yourself as well. Sausages, beer and sleeping will do just fine.

If everything goes well, you have a working car which you can use for various 1990's Finnish countryside summer activities.
Basically doing stupid things under influence of alcohol. After you have gathered extra money from various random jobs, you
can start to tune and upgrade the car with parts ordered via snail mail. You can turn the car into a obnoxious bass-boom disco
machine.... or into a rally car to participate rally competitions... or just fix it into perfect factory condition. Of course car also

needs to pass the inspection or you might get into trouble with police.

Not only you have access to one car, but also several other cars and vehicles which you can use. (Mostly useful to get groceries
and for towing the project car from some ditch, again).

Warning, this game is not for fainted heart. Severe car fever is required to play this properly due to it's meticulous approach on
car building.

Full car assembly with over hundred parts

Detailed driving and engine simulation
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Various other vehicles, cars and boat to use and drive

Dozens of kilometers worth of dirt and paved roads with AI traffic

Random paying jobs to cover food, beverage and fuel expenses

Rally event to participate in

Permanent death

Sauna bathing

90's Finnish summer!

Support for steering wheel and shifter controllers

Much more!
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Title: My Summer Car
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Amistech Games
Publisher:
Amistech Games
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: +3 GHZ dual core processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 960 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard

Additional Notes: High CPU single core performance required

English,Finnish
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The worst thing about this game is that you will never experience anything like it again.. Wanna build your own
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 car?
Wanna brew your own kilju ?
Wanna have a nice talk with your grandma ?

Then is the game is perfect for you!
SATANA!. This is the best game ever! Its really worth the price. Everyone should try it!. new update has killed this game now.
u have no vehicle to goto store to finish your satsuma like you did before. poor decision on devs part. i can see you having to
grind to get poop truck but give us the blue van back at least. fired the game up today because i saw the update and closed it
probably to never play this game again. 109 hrs into this game and now she gone........ Instant classic! So much thought and
passion packed into this brilliant work of art! We will probably remember this game for years on end.. A very unforgiving
game.. one mistake leads to ten more mistakes..part of the reason whe people love it!

"You have sold me\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you little bastard! Smell \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!"

. Everything I ever asked for in one game. Pure genius. Pure fun. Worth it.. VR support with hand tracking would be some next
level\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. i don't have the newest girlfriend update can somebody help. This game started off
pretty cool but then went to complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665recently. It's now 100% a walking simulator. The
controls are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the gameplay is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 everything you
see in the trailer can't be done now until you grind walking in the finnish countryside. Literally 20 minutes of holding the "w"
key. I won't be playing anymore. Stay clear of this garbage.
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very good game would play more but it is getting harder by the update and i wold aprechate if the diveloper would bring back
the chaeat code from the pre 2016 updates andd add a mod workshop in steam becose most of the mod forums for the is game
are quite skrtchy and would not recogmen you use them but over all a good game and hope these ideas may get implemented
into the game good luck and try not to die on those trecherouse finnsh back roads. I love this game, it helps me with handling
depression. \u2764\ufe0f
Eventhough it makes me mad sometimes and f*cks with me every chance it gets, I know I can still rely on it.
Because starting Satsuma after I built it myself is the best feeling on the freakin' planet. I've been following My Summer Car
since the start, and really see a lot of potential. If you devs need ideas, watch the dudesons season 1-5 on youtube that's true
finnish country right there. I think it could bring a lot of creative potential to the game.. This is a very time consuming game
dealing with mundane tasks mostly. This was the charm and fun of the game.
The devs have recently updated to make the starting vehicles restricted unless you spend countless hours picking berries to earn
money to get them. This adds such an incredible layer of boredom that I feel it completely ruins the game.
In the opening of the game, you must go to the other side of the map to by supplies before working on building the car. Now,
without a vehicle, you have to put a bike inside a boat, slowly travel across the lake to the town, make trips back and forth on the
bike with supplies, travel back to the pier, and then again make trips from the pier to your house with what you bought.
It is crazy and a decision that has no respect for the player's time. I think this start should be relegated to a hard mode or just
removed completely.
As of now, My Summer Car is showing one of those problems so many other Early Access games have where the developers
start with a fun, but bare, game, and then make some puzzling decisions that would have kept the initial audience from ever
playing it in the first place.. A very interesting game to say the least but let's be honest, this will continue to be a buggy game and
never leave early access. Yet another game that can get away with being a buggy mess that can say hey we'll take your money
but it's Early Access *wink*.

When building a car and you knock it off the stand because of a small collision between a 1 ounce part and the body of the car
things are a bit broke. It seriously feels like the developer is trolling everyone for fun.. Start up first permadeath game.

Spend hours of my life walking between a boat and a shop to gather supplies.

Spend another few hours of my life building 50% of a car.

Travel to the mansion to pick up some stock wheels.

Get killed by wasps.

11\/10 would have my soul destroyed again.. For a while i was having a great time with game. There is something special about
getting the satsuma running and tuning and upgrading it while playing hardcore with permadeath. However the magic quickly is
lost in the menial grind. My biggest gripe is the jobs system, it totally brought down the game for me. Earning money in this
game is ridiculously boring. Chopping wood is awful, picking berries is beyond awful, brewing booze and pumping sumps arent
too bad but both are still a grind. What i dont get is that you spend all this time and love building your car and the car just to
rally it. They should get rid of the berry picking and put in like a pizza delivery job or something that involves driving your car
for money or something more fun. It would be super cool if they made it so you could get a job at fleetari or start a competing
business or something as a mechanic (the game is kinda aboutt being a mechanic). I dont mind having a bit of a grind The whole
reason it was a special moment getting your car running was because it was a lot of effort and I REALLY liked that part of that
game, after that down hill sad to say. Another issue i have is the fact that you can only carry on thing at a time, like maybe a
backpack implement you could buy early on or something could fix this.

This game IS worth the money, i am not recommending it for said reasons. However you can tell the devs put a lot of love (and
continue to) into the game and if you like cars and survival games you might enjoy this like i did, it is disappointing in the end
but the issues i have could be addressed and that magic brought back. There is something special here but its not quite right.. I
have built 8 cars in this game in the past 2 years, a great game that keep getting better.
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